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During component-based and object-oriented software development, software
classes exhibit relationships that complicate integration, including method calls,
inheritance, and aggregation. Classes are integrated and tested in specific orders,
where each class is added and tested one by one to see if it integrates successfully.
A difficulty arises when cyclic dependencies exist – the functionality that is used
by the first class to be tested must be mimicked by creating “stubs” (sometimes
called “mock objects”), an expensive and error-prone operation. This problem
is generally called the class integration and test order (CITO) problem, and solutions
must be fully automated for integration and testing to proceed smoothly and
efficiently. This paper describes new techniques and algorithms to solve the CITO
problem. New results include improved edge weights to more precisely model the
cost of stubbing, and the use of node weights, which allows more information
to be used. These weights are derived from quantitative measures of couplings
between the integrated and stubbed classes. Also, a new algorithm for computing
the integration and test orders is presented. The technique is compared with an
existing approach and found to be cheaper, get the same results when using edge

weights exclusively, and yield better results when using node weights.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A common problem in inter-class integration testing of
object-oriented software is to determine the order in
which classes are integrated and tested [1]. When one
class requires another to be available before it can be
executed, we define this kind of relationship to be a
dependency. These two classes can be characterized
as server and client classes. The client class is being
compiled or executed and the server class must be
present. This dependency has a direction, and is based
on one or more object-oriented relationships.

When there is no cycle in the dependency of
classes or subsystems, the class integration and test
order (CITO) problem can be solved by a simple
reverse topological ordering of classes based on their
dependencies. However, dependency cycles are common
in real-world systems and when present, topological
sorting is not possible [1].

To solve the CITO problem in the presence of cycles,
the cycles must be broken. The effect of breaking a
dependency cycle is that a stub must be created for
the class that is no longer present, thus increasing the

cost of integration testing. A stub is an incomplete
class that provides the signatures necessary for full
compilation and integration, but does not implement
the full functionality (stubs are sometimes called mock
objects). Our goal is to find an optimal order that
minimizes the stubbing effort. Stubbing effort has many
factors to consider, and, therefore, cannot be completely
measured or estimated [2]. These factors include how
complete the stub needs to be and whether it must
perform a computation to be useful. For example, it
may be possible for the stub to return random or fixed
values, which is very easy to implement, or the stub may
need to return more specific values, which will require
more algorithmic complexity in the stub. Some class
stubs may need only one method, whereas others may
need more. More details can be found in Briand et al.’s
paper [2]. It has also been suggested that creating stubs
can be error prone and costly [3].

Coupling measurement captures class relationships.
The main goal of this study is to use coupling
measurement to estimate stubbing effort and develop
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FIGURE 1. Simple Example 3-class Package With
a Dependency Cycle

an efficient technique for finding an optimal integration
order.

Figure 1 shows a simple example of three classes
that have a dependency cycle. Class Watch and
class AlarmClock inherit from class Clock. Watch
aggregates an AlarmClock so it can supply an alarm
in the Watch. AlarmClock also aggregates a
Watch so it can supply a date in the AlarmClock.
Although most design experts would not advocate this
design, such aggregations represent common shortcuts
that programmers make. Unfortunately, this forms
a dependency cycle, where Watch and AlarmClock
depend on each other. Most cycles involve more than
two classes, and thus are less obvious.

The remainder of the paper discusses existing
solutions, introduces our model, then presents results
from a case study taken from Briand et al.’s paper [2].
Section 2 of this paper summarizes existing approaches
to the class integration and test order (CITO) problem
and Section 3 describes our model and algorithms.
The algorithms are explained in detail with a running
example. Section 4 presents a case study that uses the
same system as used by Briand et al. [2] and Section 5
presents conclusions and discusses ideas for future work.

2. SUMMARY OF EXISTING SOLUTIONS

The class integration and test order problem has been
addressed by several researchers and several solutions
have been proposed. The solutions can be cate-
gorized into graph-based and genetic algorithm-based
approaches. This section summarizes existing solutions
and discusses their advantages and disadvantages.

In graph-based approaches, classes and their rela-
tionships in software are modeled as object relation
diagrams (ORD) or test dependency graphs (TDG).

An ORD or TDG is a directed graph G(V, E) where
V is a set of nodes representing classes and E is a set
of edges representing the relationships among classes.
The class integration and test order problem is to find
an ordering of nodes in the graph so that the classes
can be integrated and tested with minimum effort.

In most papers [1, 4, 5, 6], the testing effort is
estimated by counting the number of test stubs that
need to be created during integration testing. This
method assumes that all stubs are equally difficult to
write. Only one recent paper has tried to consider test
stub complexity when estimating the testing effort [7].

In the genetic algorithm-based approach [2], inter-
class coupling measurements and genetic algorithms are
used in combination to assess the complexity of test
stubs and to minimize complex cost functions.

Kung et al. [1] were the first researchers to address
the class test order problem and they showed that, when
classes do not have any dependency cycles, deriving
an integration order is equivalent to performing a
topological sorting of classes based on their dependency
graph–a well known graph theory problem. In the
presence of dependency cycles, they proposed a strategy
of identifying strongly connected components (SCCs)
and removing associations until no cycles remain. When
there is more than one candidate for cycle breaking,
Kung et al.’s approach chooses randomly. They
mention that a possible solution would involve the use
of the complexity of the associations involved in cycles.

Tai and Daniels proposed a number of properties
for inter-class test ordering [5]. They assumed that
aggregation and inheritance relations do not form
cycles, but association relations may. Tai and Daniels
defined a major and a minor level for classes, and
sorted classes according to these levels. First, classes
are assigned major level numbers according to the
inheritance and aggregation relationships only. Then,
within each major level, minor-level numbers are
assigned based on the association relationships only. In
this case, first, strongly connected components (SCCs)
in a major level are identified, then each edge in a SCC
is assigned a value, called weight (e), which is defined
as the sum of the number of incoming dependencies
of the origin node of e and the number of outgoing
dependencies of the target node of e. Edges with higher
values are selected to break cycles. The hypothesis
is that removing edges with higher values will break
more cycles. However, Briand et al. [4] showed this
hypothesis is not always true. Another problem is that
their algorithm may break an association edge that
crosses major levels but is not involved in any cycles
[4].

Le Traon et al. assigned weights to each node in
the ORD, then removed the incoming edges of the
node with maximum weight [6]. This process is
repeated until no cycle remains in the ORD. To assign
weights, they first used Tarjan’s algorithm to identify
strongly connected components. In each SCC, edges are
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partitioned into four classes: (1) tree edges lead from a
node to an unvisited node, (2) forward edges are non
tree-edges that go from a node to a descendent, (3)
frond edges go from a node to an ancestor, and (4) cross
edges are the remaining edges. The weight of a node is
the sum of the number of incoming and outgoing frond
edges.

Le Traon et al.’s approach is non-deterministic in
two ways. First, different sets of edges can be labeled
as frond edges depending on the different starting
node. Second, the approach arbitrarily chooses a
node when two or more nodes have the same weight.
Thus, different runs of the algorithm result in different
outcomes.

Briand et al. [8, 4] proposed a graph-based strategy
for ordering classes for testing that combines Tai and
Daniels and Le Traon et al.’s approaches. They first
used Tarjan’s algorithm to identify strongly connected
components (SCCs). Next, weights are assigned to
association edges in the SCCs. The weight of an edge
is the estimated number of cycles that the edge may be
involved in. Let Gi(Vi, Ei) be a SCC of graph G(V,E)
and v1, v2 ∈ Vi, e ∈ Ei, and e = v1 → v2. The estimated
weight of edge e is weight(e) = (v1)in × (v2)out, where
(v1)in is the number of incoming dependencies of node
v1 and (v2)out is the number of outgoing dependencies
of node v2. Then, the edge with the highest weight
value is removed. These steps are repeated until no
SCC remains.

Briand et al.’s approach has the advantage over
Le Traon’s approach of not breaking inheritance and
aggregation edges and also the weight computation for
edges is more precise than Tai and Daniels’ approach.

Subsequently, Briand et al. [2] used a genetic
algorithm and coupling metric to try to break cycles
by removing edges that will reduce the complexity
of stub construction. A genetic algorithm is a
heuristic that mimics the evolution of natural species
in searching for the optimal solution to a problem.
It is a search algorithm that locates optimal binary
strings by processing an initially random population
of strings using artificial mutation, crossover and
selection operators, in an analogy with the process
of natural selection [9]. Briand et al. conclude that
composition and inheritance relationships should never
be removed since, according to their heuristic, removal
of these edges would likely lead to complex stubs. The
complexity of stub construction for parent classes is
induced by the likely construction of stubs for most of
the inherited member functions [8]; moreover, inherited
member functions must be tested in the new context
of the derived class rather than the context of the
parent class [10]. Their experiment showed that genetic
algorithms can be used to obtain optimal results by
using more complex cost functions and perform as well
as graph-based algorithms under similar conditions.

Malloy et al. developed a Class Ordering System that
is driven by a parameterized cost model [7]. They used a

strategy similar to Briand et al.’s graph-based approach
[4]. They defined six types of edges, association,
composition, dependency, inheritance, owned element,
and polymorphic. These edges are assigned weights
of (2, 2, 20, 5, 20, 20) based on their estimation of
the cost of stub construction for untested classes based
on heuristics. For an ORD G = (V, E), where V
is a set of nodes representing classes and E is a set
edges representing relationships among classes, their
cost model C = 〈W,f(e), w(mx,y)〉 is a 3-tuple where
W is a set of weight assignments and f(e) and w(mx,y)
are weight functions. When there is a cycle, the edge
with the smallest weight is removed from the strongly
connected component. When there is no cycle, the
reverse topological sort of the nodes in the ORD is the
order for integration test.

To summarize, the existing graph-based approaches
use high level, course grained, estimates of test stub
complexity. The GA approach must be run many
times, greatly complicating the process. The algorithms
described in this paper only run once and use more
information to provide a more precise estimation of test
stub complexity.

3. A NEW MODEL AND ALGORITHMS

This section introduces a new graph-based solution for
the CITO problem. Our approach improves on other
graph-based approaches in three ways. First, we model
classes and their relationships with weights on both
nodes and edges. Second, weights of nodes and edges
are based on a quantitative measure of coupling.
Last, we use algorithms that incorporate edge and
node weights as well as the number of cycles in cycle
breaking.

3.1. Modeling Class Integration & Test Order

As said in Section 2, dependencies among classes are
usually modeled in graphs. The CITO problem then
becomes finding an acyclic graph with minimum cost.
The cost is usually modeled as the number of test stubs
to be generated during the testing activities. This
section uses a different abstraction for test dependencies
among classes and a different cost model for the testing
effort. We model the test dependencies among classes
using a Weighted Object Relation Diagram (WORD),
and model the testing effort by computing test stub
complexities using coupling information.

To develop testing and maintenance predictive mod-
els, we developed couplings based on explicit and
implicit object-oriented class relationships. The UML
diagrams encode relationships and by studying the use
of UML, we were able to identify nine different types
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of couplings that have complementary coupling connec-
tions in software implementations. They are Associa-
tion Coupling, Aggregation Coupling, Composition Cou-
pling, Usage Dependency Call Coupling, Global Cou-
pling, Inheritance Coupling, Interface Realization Cou-
pling, External Coupling, and Exception Coupling.

For each coupling type, coupling measures are defined
to measure the dependencies between a server and
client class in terms of four attributes: (1) the number
of distinct variables used, (2) the number of distinct
methods called (including constructors), (3) the number
of parameters sent, and (4) the number of return value
types. The coupling measures also include a coupling
type indicator. For convenience of expression, these
four measures are aggregated into one term using a
“dot notation.” The intent of the dot notation is to
indicate that the four measurements are independent
but related. The following equation represents a
coupling measure (CM) for couplings between two
classes ci and cj :

CM(ci, cj) = C.Vd.Md.Rd.Pd, (1)

where ci and cj represent two classes that are coupled
together, and:

C =

{ 5 when coupling is based on inheritance
or composition

1 for other coupling types

Vd, the number of distinct vars, represents the
number of distinct public vars of cj that are directly
used by ci. Md, the number of distinct methods,
represents the number of distinct public methods
of cj that are called by ci. Rd, the number of
distinct return types, represents the number of distinct
return types that appear in Md. Pd, the number of
distinct parameters, represents the number of distinct
parameters that appear in Md.

Equation 1 assigns different values to C to distinguish
different coupling types in our measure so that they can
be analyzed and used methodically when needed. As
part of this research, the coupling measures are used to
estimate how difficult it would be to create a stub for
each class, called the test stub complexity.

We define two kinds of stub complexity. If a client
class ci depends on a server class cj to function, we can
quantify this dependency by identifying the scope of B
used by A, as measured by coupling. We define this to
be a specific test stub complexity of B to A. However,
there can be other client classes that depend on B, and
some uses of B can overlap uses of client classes. We
define the sum of dependencies/usages from all other
client classes to B as the total stub complexity of server
class B. When we compute the total stub complexity of
a class, we take into account the overlapping possibility
of specific stubs. Thus, a total stub complexity of a
class takes a value between the maximum and sum of
several specific stubs complexity.

We use the specific test stub complexity and total stub
complexity to assign weights to edges and nodes in our
WORD. In a WORD, nodes represent classes and edges
represent test dependencies among classes. Both nodes
and edges are weighted. The node weight represents
the total stub complexity of a class, and the edge weight
represents the specific stub complexity of a server class
to the client class that is connected by the edge. The
graph can be acyclic or cyclic. If the graph is acyclic,
then we can carry out integration testing in the reverse
topological order of the graph. If the graph is cyclic,
then we have to first break cycles. This forces us to
create test stubs for the edges that were broken or nodes
that were removed. We model the testing effort as the
total complexity of stubs that are introduced during
integration testing. The goal is to make the graph
acyclic by removing certain edges and/or nodes, and
the total weight of removed edges and/or nodes has to
be minimum.

The model for the class integration and test order
problem is defined as follows:

Let G(V, E) be a node- and edge-weighted directed
graph that models classes or components and their
relationships. In the graph, nodes represent classes
or components, and edges represent test dependencies
among classes. The edge weights represent specific
stub complexities and node weights represent total stub
complexities. Our problem is to determine the nodes
and edges with minimum total weight to remove so that
there are no cycles in G.

3.1.1. Measuring Stub Complexity
We use coupling measures to assign weights to edges
and nodes in the weighted object relation diagram
(WORD). After all couplings are measured in the
form of equation 1, coupling measures between the
source and target node classes are aggregated into one
measure, cmei , which measures the coupling for edge
ei. The edge ei represents a coupling between two
classes, and the coupling measure is summed over the
nine coupling types. This measure is defined as:

cmei = {
9∑

k=1

CMk(vm, vn)

| vm, vn ∈ V, ei = vm → vn, ei ∈ E}

= max(C).
9∑

k=1

Vdk
.

9∑

k=1

Mdk
.

9∑

k=1

Rdk
.

9∑

k=1

Pdk
(2)

This measure will be used to compute the weight of
an edge and represents a specific test stub complexity of
a class.

The coupling measures on edges are then further
aggregated to nodes. A coupling measure on a node is
computed from the coupling measures of the incoming
edges to the node. In the following formula, g is
the number of incoming edges to the node. The
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formula computes an interval bounded by the maximum
coupling of all the incoming edges and the sum of the
couplings from all the incoming edges ([max, sum]).

cmvi
=

{[
max(cme1,i

, cme2,i
, ...cmeg,i

),
g∑

l=1

cmel,i

]

| vi ∈ V, el,i = vl → vi, el,i ∈ E} (3)

where cme1,i , cme2,i , ...cmeg,i are coupling measures
on the incoming edges of node vi and the summation
of coupling measures are the same as in equation 2.
Equation cmvi

takes a value between the maximum and
sum of coupling measures on the incoming edges of node
vi. This measure will be used to compute the weight of
a node and represents the total test stub complexity of
a class.

Our rationale for introducing weights for nodes is that
specific stubs for a class may overlap. It is possible that
certain methods or variables of a server class can be
used by a number of clients in the same way. In this
case, creating one stub for the server class can satisfy
the needs of several clients.

We use Briand et al.’s [2] method for estimating
stubbing complexity from the coupling measures of
edges and nodes. For a measure Cplx(), a complexity
measure Cplx() is normalized as:

Cplx(i, j) = Cplx(i, j) / (Cplxmax − Cplxmin) (4)

where Cplx(i, j) represents a complexity information
matrix, Cplxmin = Min{Cplx(i, j), i, j = 1, 2, ...} and
Cplxmax = Max{Cplx(i, j), i, j = 1, 2, ...}. They use
two coupling measures A() and M(), the number of
locally defined variables and the number of methods,
to compute overall stubbing complexity:

SCplx(i, j) = (WA.A(i, j)2 + WM .M(i, j)2)1/2 (5)

where WA and WM are weights and WA + WM = 1.
Thus, for a given test order o, with d dependencies to
be broken, an overall stubbing complexity for the order
o is computed as

OCplx(o) =
d∑

k=1

SCplx(k) (6)

The principle of not breaking inheritance and composi-
tion edges was ensured by constraints in Briand et al.’s
work. This paper takes a different approach, specifi-
cally, assigning higher values for inheritance and com-
position to the variable C in equation 1.

As shown in equation 1, our coupling measures use
the number of parameters and the number of return
value types in addition to the number of variables
and the number of methods. We use the same

normalization method as Briand et al., and include
the additional coupling measures in the stubbing
complexity estimation.

Using aggregated coupling measures on edges and
nodes, a stubbing complexity is estimated as follows:

SCplx(i, j) = C + (WV × V (i, j)2 + WM ×M(i, j)2 +
WR ×R(i, j)2 + WP × P (i, j)2)1/2 (7)

where C is the first variable from equations 2 and 3,
WV , WM , WR, and WP are weights and WV + WM +
WR +WP = 1. The V (i, j), M(i, j), R(i, j), and P (i, j)
values are computed from equation 4 using values from
equations 2 and 3.

Our objective is to find an optimal integration and
test order o by determining a set of k nodes and/or l
edges to be removed to make the WORD acyclic such
that the sum of the stubbing complexities for these
nodes and edges is minimum:

OCplx(o) =
k∑

i=1

SCplxnode(i) +
l∑

j=1

SCplxedge(j) (8)

3.2. Heuristic Algorithm for Breaking Cycles

This section presents three general algorithms for
making a cyclic graph acyclic using simple weight
assignments on edges, nodes, and both. The first
algorithm uses edge weights, the second uses node
weights and the third uses both.

3.2.1. Heuristic Algorithm for Breaking Cycles Using
Edge Weights

A natural heuristic is to first find all strongly connected
components in the WORD, then work on each SCC
separately. The first algorithm follows this approach to
find cycle-weights for each edge. The cycle − weight
ratio (CWR) for an edge is defined as the number of
cycles the edge appears in (NC) divided by the weight
of that edge Wt. The CWR is used to successively
eliminate edges from the graph until all cycles are
broken. The cost of breaking these cycles is then the
sum of the edge weights of all the edges that were
eliminated. Algorithm 1 summarizes this process and
is illustrated through the example in Figure 2.

Figure 2 is based on an example in Briand
et al.’s paper [2]. The edges represent general
dependencies between two classes, not UML-specific
relationships, with edge labels representing the specific
stub complexity. Step 1 in Algorithm 1 finds one SCC
in Figure 2, {E, A, C, H,D, B, F}. Steps 2 and 3 find
the following 11 cycles in the SCC:

(1) E → F → E
(2) E → A → C → E
(3) E → F → D → A → C → E
(4) E → F → D → H → C → E
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Algorithm 1 Eliminating Cycles in WORD (V,E)
1: Find all SCCs in WORD
2: for (each scci(Vscci , Escci) ∈ SCCs) do
3: find all cycles CYCLES (totalCycles)
4: for (each e ∈ Escci

) do
5: find the number of cycles that use e

(cardinal{cycles− through− e})
6: compute the cycle-weight ratio
7: end for
8: while (totalCycles != 0) do
9: order all edges in descending order of their

cycle-weight ratio
10: remove edge with highest cycle-weight ratio
11: totalCycle = totalCycle - number of cycles

broken
12: update the number of cycles that use e

(cardinal{cycles − through − e}) in the
remaining edge set

13: recompute the cycle-weight ratio for the
remaining edges

14: end while
15: end for

E
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CA

H
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3

25
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4
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6 7
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FIGURE 2. Example Weighted Object Relation
Diagram (WORD)

(5) E → F → D → H → B → C → E
(6) A → C → H → B → D → A
(7) A → C → A
(8) C → H → C
(9) C → H → B → C

(10) H → B → H
(11) H → B → D → H

Table 1 shows the results from steps 4 through 7 of
Algorithm 1. After the initial computation of CWR
values for edges, the algorithm works in the following
steps:

A. Choose an edge from table 1 with maximum cycle-
weight ratio and remove that edge from the WORD.
At this point, the edge with the maximum cycle-weight
ratio is A → C with a ratio of 2. Removing edge A → C
breaks four cycles; 2, 3, 6, and 7; leaving seven.

TABLE 1. Cycle-weight Ratio for Edges in
SCC {E, A, C, H, B, D, F}. Wt. is the weight of
the edge, NC is the number of cycles the edge
appears in, and CWR is the cycle-weight ratio.

Cycles
No. Edge Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A → C 2 {2, 3, 6, 7} 4 2
2 B → C 4 {5, 9} 2 0.5
3 B → D 2 {6, 11} 2 1
4 B → H 3 {10} 1 0.33
5 C → E 5 {2, 3, 4, 5} 4 0.8
6 C → A 3 {7} 1 0.33
7 C → H 4 {6, 8, 9} 3 0.75
8 D → A 6 {3, 6} 2 0.33
9 D → H 7 {4, 5, 11} 3 0.43
10 E → A 4 {2} 1 0.25
11 E → F 3 {1, 3, 4, 5} 4 1.33
12 F → D 5 {3, 4, 5} 3 0.6
13 F → E 4 {1} 1 0.25
14 H → B 4 {5, 6, 9, 10, 11} 5 1.25
15 H → C 5 {4, 8} 2 0.4

B. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the
remaining edges. The result is shown in table 2. There
are two edges that have same maximum cycle-weight
ratio, 14 and 11 with ratios of 1. Our rule in this
situation is to choose the edge that is involved in larger
number of cycles. This is edge 14, H → B. Removing
H → B breaks four cycles; 5, 9, 10, and 11; leaving
three.

C. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for remaining
of edges in table 2. For space reasons, the result is not
shown, but the edge with maximum cycle-weight ratio
is now edge 11, E → F . Removing edge E → F breaks
two cycles, 1 and 4, leaving only cycle 8.

D. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the
remaining edges, and at this point the edge with
maximum cycle-weight ratio is edge 7, C → H.
Removing C → H breaks cycle 8, and makes the
WORD acyclic. Thus, we break all 11 cycles by
removing four edges, A → C, H → B, E → F , and
C → H. The total cost is 2+4+3+4 = 13.

3.2.2. Applying Algorithm 1 to A Special Case
A key difference between this research and previous
research is the modeling of the cost of stubbing as edge
weights. If we assign a weight of 1 to each edge, then
our model is equivalent to the previous models. In
addition, previous researchers modeled node weights as
the sum of all incoming edges, which corresponds to
our pessimistic approach. To facilitate comparison, we
assign all edges in the graph in Figure 2 the weight 1,
to see if our algorithm gets the same results as Briand’s
[4, 2].
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TABLE 2. Cycle-weight Ratio for Edges in
SCC {E, A, C, H, B, D, F} − {A → C}

Cycles
No. Edge Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
2 B → C 4 {5, 9} 2 0.5
3 B → D 2 {11} 1 0.5
4 B → H 3 {10} 1 0.33
5 C → E 5 {4, 5} 2 0.4
6 C → A 3 { } 0 0
7 C → H 4 {8, 9} 2 0.5
8 D → A 6 { } 0 0
9 D → H 7 {4, 5, 11} 3 0.43
10 E → A 4 { } 0 0
11 E → F 3 {1,4,5} 3 1
12 F → D 5 {4, 5} 2 0.4
13 F → E 4 {1} 1 0.25
14 H → B 4 {5, 9, 10, 11} 4 1
15 H → C 5 {4, 8} 2 0.4

TABLE 3. Cycle-weight Ratio for Edges in
SCC {E, A, C, H, B, D, F} - All Edges Have the
Same Weight

Cycles
No. Edge Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A → C 1 {2, 3, 6, 7} 4 4
2 B → C 1 {5, 9} 2 2
3 B → D 1 {6, 11} 2 2
4 B → H 1 {10} 1 1
5 C → E 1 {2, 3, 4, 5} 4 4
6 C → A 1 {7} 1 1
7 C → H 1 {6, 8, 9} 3 3
8 D → A 1 {3, 6} 2 2
9 D → H 1 {4, 5, 11} 3 3
10 E → A 1 {2} 1 1
11 E → F 1 {1, 3, 4, 5} 4 4
12 F → D 1 {3, 4, 5} 3 3
13 F → E 1 {1} 1 1
14 H → B 1 {5, 6, 9, 10, 11} 5 5
15 H → C 1 {4, 8} 2 2

Table 3 shows initial CWR values for edges. We
briefly describe the process: first, edge H → B is
chosen to be removed, breaking five cycles. The re-
computation of CWR values for the remaining edges
are not shown, but the next edge to remove is E → F ,
breaking three cycles. Next, edge A → C is chosen,
breaking two cycles. There is one cycle left, 8, and we
can break it by either removing H → C or C → H.
Here we can apply the heuristic of not breaking an
Aggregation relationship and choose C → H to remove.

Thus, we removed four edges in total: H → B, E → F ,
A → C, and C → H. This result is the same as
the result from Briand et al.’s graph-based research,
although the algorithm is quite a bit cheaper and the
edges were removed in a different order.

3.2.3. Heuristic Algorithm for Breaking Cycles Using
Node Weights

Algorithm 1 assumed weights were assigned to edges.
This subsection presents an algorithm for breaking
cycles using weight assignments on nodes. Algorithm
2 is illustrated through the following examples.

Algorithm 2 Eliminating Cycles in WORD(V,E)
Using Node Weights
1: Find all SCCs in WORD
2: for (each scci(Vscci , Escci) ∈ SCCs) do
3: find all cycles CYCLES (totalCycles)
4: for (each v ∈ Vscci

) do
5: find the number of cycles that use v

(cardinal{cycles− through− v})
6: compute the cycle-weight ratio
7: end for
8: while (totalCycles != 0) do
9: order all nodes in descending order of their

cycle-weight ratio
10: remove node with highest cycle-weight ratio
11: totalCycle = totalCycle - number of cycles

broken
12: update the number of cycles that use v

(cardinal{cycles − through − v}) in the
remaining node set

13: recompute the cycle-weight ratio for the
remaining nodes

14: end while
15: end for

The node weights model the amount of effort needed
to create a stub for that class, that will be used by
all classes that use it (user classes). In a pessimistic
approach, each user class will need completely different
stub functionality, so each user class needs a completely
independent stub. For example, one user class may
call methods M1() and M2(), and another may call
methods M3() and M4(). This situation is modeled
by case 1, where the node weight is the sum of
incoming edge weights. In an optimistic approach,
all the user classes will need the exact same stub
functionality, so one stub can satisfy all user classes.
This situation is modeled by case 2, where the node
weight is the maximum of incoming edge weights. In
most situations, the reality is probably in between. So
case 3 models the situation where the node weight is
between the maximum and the sum of the incoming
edge weights. Which choice to make depends on domain
knowledge and probably needs to be made by the tester.
Figures 3 and 4 show node weights for cases 1 and 2.
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FIGURE 3. WORD - Node Weight is the Sum of Incoming Edge Weights (Algorithm 2, case 1)
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FIGURE 4. WORD - Node Weight is the Maximum of Incoming Edge Weights (Algorithm 2, case 2)

Case 1 is the same as considering all edges only, which
was shown in the previous subsection. Cases 2 and 3
are illustrated through examples.
Case 2:
The node weight is defined as the maximum incoming
edge weight. Table 4 shows the results from applying
steps 4 through 7 of algorithm 2 on Figure 4. After
the initial computation of CWR values for nodes, the
algorithm follows the following steps:
A. Choose a node with maximum cycle-weight ratio

in table 4 and remove that node from the WORD.
The node with maximum CWR is C with a CWR
of 1.6. Removing C breaks eight cycles; 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9; leaving three.

B. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing edges in table 4. The result is shown in table
5. The node with maximum CWR value is node

TABLE 4. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} in Figure 4

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 6 {2, 3, 6, 7} 4 0.67
2 B 4 {5, 6, 9, 10, 11} 5 1.25
3 C 5 {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} 8 1.6
4 D 5 {3, 4, 5, 6, 11} 5 1
5 E 5 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 5 1
6 F 3 {1, 3, 4, 5} 4 1.33
7 H 7 {4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11} 6 0.86

B. Removing node B breaks two cycles, 10 and 11,
leaving cycle 1.
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TABLE 5. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} -{C} in Figure 4

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 6 {} 0 0
2 B 4 {10, 11} 2 0.5
4 D 5 {11} 1 0.2
5 E 5 {1} 1 0.2
6 F 3 {1} 1 0.33
7 H 7 {10, 11} 2 0.29

TABLE 6. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} -{C, B} in Figure 4

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 6 {} 0 0
4 D 5 {} 0 0
5 E 5 {1} 1 0.2
6 F 3 {1} 1 0.33
7 H 7 {} 0 0

C. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing nodes in table 5. The result is shown in table
6. The node with the maximum cycle-weight ratio
is F . Removing F breaks cycle 1 and makes the
WORD acyclic.

Thus, removing three nodes, C, B, and F, made the
graph acyclic with a total cost of 12. This is a slightly
lower cost than with algorithm 1 (cost of 13).
Case 3:
The node weight is assumed to be between the
maximum and the sum of the incoming edge weights.
Table 7 shows the result from steps 4 to 7 of algorithm
2 on Figure 5. After the initial computation of CWR
values for nodes, the algorithm works in the following
steps:
A. Choose a node with maximum cycle-weight ratio

in table 7 and remove that node from the WORD.
Both C and F have the same maximum CWR. Our
rule in this situation is to choose the node that
is involved in larger number of cycles (node C).
Removing C breaks eight cycles; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9; leaving three.

B. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing edges in table 7. The result is shown in table
8. The node with maximum CWR value is node
B. Removing node B breaks two cycles, 10 and 11,
leaving one.

C. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing nodes in table 8. The node with maximum
cycle-weight ratio is F . Removing F breaks cycle
1 and makes the WORD acyclic.

TABLE 7. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} in Figure 5

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 9 {2, 3, 6, 7} 4 0.67
2 B 4 {5, 6, 9, 10, 11} 5 1.25
3 C 6 {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} 8 1.33
4 D 6 {3, 4, 5, 6, 11} 5 0.83
5 E 7 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 5 0.71
6 F 3 {1, 3, 4, 5} 4 1.33
7 H 10 {4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11} 6 0.60

TABLE 8. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} − {C}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 9 {} 0 0
2 B 4 {10, 11} 2 0.5
4 D 6 {11} 1 0.17
5 E 7 {1} 1 0.14
6 F 3 {1} 1 0.33
7 H 10 {10, 11} 2 0.20

TABLE 9. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} − {C, B}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 9 {} 0 0
4 D 6 {} 0 0
5 E 9 {1} 1 0.11
6 F 3 {1} 1 0.33
7 H 10 {} 0 0

Thus, we break all 11 cycles by removing three nodes,
C, B, and F . The total cost is 6+4+3 = 13. In
this example, the cost is the same as the cost of using
algorithm 1.

3.2.4. Heuristic Algorithm for Breaking Cycles Using
Node and Edge Weights

This section presents an algorithm for breaking cycles
using weight assignments on both nodes and edges.
The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3 and illustrated
through examples in Figures 4 and 5.

Recall that there are three possible weights for a
node. The first, where the node weight is equal to
the sum of the incoming edge weights, gives the same
result as considering only edge weights. Hence, two
cases are considered: (1) node weights are the maximum
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FIGURE 5. WORD - Node Weight is between the Maximum and Sum of Incoming Edge Weights (Algorithm
2, case 2)

Algorithm 3 Eliminating Cycles in WORD (V,E)
Using Node and Edge Weights
1: Find all SCCs in WORD
2: for (each scci(Vscci , Escci) ∈ SCCs) do
3: find all cycles CYCLES (totalCycles)
4: for (each v ∈ Vscci) do
5: find the number of cycles that use v

(cardinal{cycles− through− v})
6: compute the cycle-weight ratio
7: end for
8: for (each e ∈ Escci) do
9: find the number of cycles that use e

(cardinal{cycles− through− e})
10: compute the cycle-weight ratio
11: end for
12: while (totalCycles != 0 ) do
13: order all nodes and edges in descending order

of their cycle-weight ratio
14: remove the node or edge with the highest cycle-

weight ratio
15: totalCycle = totalCycle - number of cycles

broken
16: update the number of cycles that use v

(cardinal{cycles − through − v}) or that use
e (cardinal{cycles − through − e}) in the
remaining node and edge sets

17: recompute the cycle-weight ratio for the
remaining nodes and edges

18: end while
19: end for

of incoming edge weights, and (2) node weights are
between the sum and maximum of incoming edge
weights. Figures 4 and 5 are used for illustration.

Figure 4 shows node weights as the maximum of
incoming edge weights. Previous tables 1 and 4 provide
initial CWR values for edges and nodes. The rest of
algorithm 3 works as follows:
A. Choose an edge or a node with maximum CWR

from both tables 1 and 4. Then remove whichever
has the greater CWR value from the WORD.
Among edges, A → C has a maximum CWR value
of 2, and among nodes, C has a maximum CWR
value of 1.6. Thus, the edge A → C is chosen.
Removing edge A → C breaks four cycles; 2, 3, 6,
and 7; leaving seven.

B. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing edges and nodes in tables 1 and 4. The result
for edges is the same as in table 2. The result for
nodes is shown in table 10. Note that the weight
of the node associated with the removed edge is
also recomputed. The new node weight is reduced
by the removed edge weight. From tables 2 and
10, choose a node or a edge with maximum CWR,
which is node C. Removing node C breaks four
cycles; 4, 5, 8, and 9; leaving three.

C. Compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remaining
edges in table 2 and nodes in table 10. Note that
removing a node also removes all edges associated
with the node. The results are shown in tables 11
and 12. There are two edges and one node that
have the same maximum value 0.5. Our rule in
this situation is to choose the node that is involved
in the larger number of cycles. Thus B is chosen.
Removing B breaks two cycles, 10 and 11, leaving
one cycle, 1.

D. Compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remaining
edges and nodes in tables 11 and 12. The results
are not shown because they are simple and can be
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TABLE 10. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} − {A → C}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 6 {} 0 0
2 B 4 {5, 9, 10, 11} 4 1
3 C 3 {4, 5, 8, 9} 4 1.33
4 D 5 {4, 5, 11} 3 0.60
5 E 5 {1, 4, 5} 3 0.60
6 F 3 {1, 4, 5} 3 1
7 H 7 {4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11} 6 0.86

TABLE 11. Cycle-weight Ratio for Edges in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} -{A → C, C}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
3 B → D 2 { 11 } 1 0.5
4 B → H 3 { 10} 1 0.33
8 D → A 6 { } 0 0
9 D → H 7 {11} 1 0.14
10 E → A 4 { } 0 0
11 E → F 3 {1 } 1 0.33
12 F → D 5 { } 0 0
13 F → E 4 {1} 1 0.25
14 H → B 4 {10,11 } 2 0.5

TABLE 12. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} − {A → C, C}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 6 {} 0 0
2 B 4 {10, 11} 2 0.5
4 D 5 {11} 1 0.20
5 E 5 {1} 1 0.20
6 F 3 {1} 1 0.33
7 H 7 {} 0 0

seen in tables 11 and 12. According to the rule, F
is removed, completing the cycle removing process.

In conclusion, the graph is made acyclic by removing
one edge, A → C, and three nodes; C, B, and F . The
total cost is 2 + 3 + 4 + 3 = 12. In this example,
this is the same cost as using node weights as the
maximum of incoming edge weights and not considering
edge weights.

Figure 5 shows node weights for case 3, between
the maximum and the sum of incoming edge weights.
Previous tables 1 and 7 provide initial CWR values for

TABLE 13. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} − {A → C}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 9 {} 0 0
2 B 4 {5, 9, 10, 11} 4 1
3 C 4 {4, 5, 8, 9} 4 1
4 D 6 {4, 5, 11} 3 0.50
5 E 7 {1, 4, 5} 3 0.43
6 F 3 {1, 4, 5} 3 1
7 H 10 {4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11} 6 0.60

edges and nodes. The rest of algorithm 3 works as
follows:
A. Choose an edge or a node with maximum CWR

from both tables 1 and 7. Then remove whichever
has the greater CWR value from the WORD.
Among edges, A → C has a maximum CWR value
of 2, and among nodes, C and F have a maximum
CWR value of 1.33. Thus, edge A → C is removed.
Removing edge A → C breaks four cycles; 2, 3, 6,
and 7; leaving seven.

B. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing edges and nodes in tables 1 and 7. The result
for edges is the same as in table 2. The result for
nodes is shown in table 13. Note that the weight
of the node associated with the removed edge is
also recomputed. The new node weight is reduced
by the removed edge weight. From tables 2 and
13, choose a node or a edge with maximum CWR
value. When more than one node or edge has the
same maximum CWR value, our rule is to choose
a node that is involved in the larger number of
cycles. B and C have the same weight and are also
involved in the same number of cycles. In this situ-
ation, we arbitrarily chose B. Removing B breaks
four cycles; 5, 9, 10, and 11; leaving three.

C. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing edges in table 2 and nodes in table 13. Note
that removing a node also removes all edges associ-
ated with the node. The results are shown in tables
14 and 15. Node F is removed, which breaks two
cycles, 1 and 4, leaving one cycle, 8.

D. Re-compute the cycle-weight ratio for the remain-
ing edges and nodes in tables 14 and 15. The
results are not shown because they are simple and
can be seen in tables 14 and 15. According to the
rule, C is removed, and this completes the cycle
removing process.

In conclusion, the graph is made acyclic by removing
one edge, A → C, and three nodes; B, F , and C. The
total cost is 2 + 4 + 3 + 4 = 13. This is the same cost
as using only edge weights.
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TABLE 14. Cycle-weight Ratio for Edges in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} -{A → C, B}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
5 C → E 5 {4 } 1 0.2
6 C → A 3 { } 0 0
7 C → H 4 {8 } 1 0.25
8 D → A 6 { } 0 0
9 D → H 7 {4} 1 0.14
10 E → A 4 { } 0 0
11 E → F 3 {1,4} 2 0.67
12 F → D 5 {4} 1 0.2
13 F → E 4 {1} 1 0.25
15 H → C 5 {4, 8} 2 0.4

TABLE 15. Cycle-weight Ratio for Nodes in
SCC{E, A, C, H, B, D, F} − {A → C, B}

Cycles
No. Node Wt. Invol- NC CWR

ved
1 A 9 {} 0 0
3 C 4 {4, 8} 2 0.5
4 D 6 {4} 1 0.17
5 E 7 {1, 4} 2 0.29
6 F 3 {1, 4} 2 0.67
7 H 10 {4, 8} 0 0

Using both node and edge weights are similar to using
only node weights. This is because node weights are
computed using edge weights.

3.3. Algorithm for Ordering Classes for
Integration Testing

Once cycles are broken by automation, the integration
tester needs a specific ordering of the classes, especially
for classes that appear in different SCCs. Algorithm
4 describes an approach for ordering classes for
integration and testing. The algorithm first generates a
precedence table for nodes in the WORD, then finds all
strongly connected components (SCCs) in the weighted
object relation diagram (WORD). A precedence table
is indexed by the number or name of nodes in the
WORD, and shows the nodes that are connected to a
node through outgoing edges from the node. Then, each
SCC is compressed into a node, and the multiple edges
between SCCs are combined into one edge. The result
is a compressed WORD, which is acyclic and directed.
The example in Figure 6 represents a WORD with
three SCCs, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, and {5}. Figure 7 shows the
resulting compressed WORD, WORDcomp. Algorithm
4 finds the reversed topological order, OSCCs, for the
WORDcomp to be (1) {5}, (2) {3, 4}, and (3) {1, 2}.

1

3

2

4

5

FIGURE 6. Finding Overall Test Order in a WORD

1, 2 3, 4  5

FIGURE 7. Compressed WORD

Each strongly connected component scci is made
acyclic using Algorithm 1, resulting in the subgraph
scci−acyclic. A test stub needs to be developed for
each edge that was removed. Suppose edges 1 → 2
and 3 → 4 are removed from SCCs {1, 2} and {3, 4}.
The result is that test stubs need to be created for the
classes represented by nodes 2 and 4. Algorithm 4 is
then used to generate a reverse topological order, Oscci ,
for each scci−acyclic. In this example, SCCs {1, 2} and
{3, 4} have reverse topological orders of 1, 2 and 3, 4.
Integration and testing proceeds according to this order.
For each node in OSCCs, first, scci−acyclic is restored,
and the nodes that are included are tested according
to the order Oscci . For Figure 6, the integration and
test order is 5, 3, 4, 1, 2. Before a node is tested, the
precedence table is checked. If a node was connected
to an edge that was removed, the corresponding test
stub must be included in the test order. For example,
when node 3 is tested, the precedence table indicates
that node 3 is connected to an untested node. Thus,
the test stub for node 4 is included at this point.

4. CASE STUDY

This section provides a preliminary evaluation of the
model and algorithms by comparing results with the
same project, the ATM system, used by Briand et
al. [2]. Briand et al. chose the number of broken
dependencies, attribute couplings, method couplings,
and a combination of attributes and methods as four
cost functions to produce an integration test order,
and compared the results to decide which cost function
gives the best result. Our approach is first to use
dependencies, attribute coupling measures, method
coupling measures, and a combination of attribute and
method coupling measures as weights on edges and
apply our algorithm to check what kind of result can
be obtained under similar situations. Then, we collect
coupling data from the implementations using coupling
definitions and coupling measures defined in Section
3.1, construct the weighted object relation diagram
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TABLE 16. Coupling Measures for Edges in SCC {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}
No. 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
8 1.0.0.0.0 1.0.2.1.3
9 1.0.1.1.3
10 1.0.6.4.4 1.0.1.1.1 1.0.3.5.3 1.0.1.1.0 10.1.1.0 1.0.1.1.0 1.0.1.1.0
11 1.0.1.1.3 1.0.0.0.0 1.0.1.1.0
12 1.0.4.3.11 1.0.4.3.11 1.0.2.2.0 5.0.0.0.0
13 1.0.4.3.6 1.0.4.3.14 1.0.2.2.0 5.0.0.0.0
14 1.0.3.2.6 1.0.3.3.12 1.0.2.2.0 5.0.0.0.0
15 1.0.2.1.6 1.0.3.3.10 1.0.2.2.0 5.0.0.0.0

Algorithm 4 Ordering Classes for Integration
and Testing
1: Generate precedence table for nodes in the WORD
2: Find all SCCs in WORD
3: Generate an acyclic compressed version of WORD,

WORDcomp, by representing each scci as a single
node and by compressing multiple edges between
every two nodes

4: Find reverse topological order, OSCCs, of nodes in
WORDcomp

5: for (each scci ∈ SCCs) do
6: make scci acyclic by using Algorithm 1 and record

removed edges
7: find reverse topological order, Oscci , for nodes in

the acyclic scci−acyclic

8: end for
9: Start testing according to the order of SCCs in

OSCCs

10: for (each ordered scci ∈ SCCs) do
11: test nodes in the order Oscci

12: end for

(WORD), and compute the edge weights for SCCs in
the WORD using equations 2 and 7.

The ATM system has 21 classes and eight form a
strongly connected component that has 30 cycles [2].
Table 16 shows the coupling measures in the format of
equation 1. Table 17 shows the different edge weights
that are used in this evaluation. In particular, the
columns labeled Dependency, # of Attributes, # of
Methods, and A & M show the edge weights obtained
from Briand et al.’s four cost functions. The last column
shows edge weights that are computed from Table 16
using equations 4, 2, 3, and 7. The constraints of
not breaking inheritance and composition edges are
achieved by assigning 5 to variable C in equation 1 for
inheritance and composition, and 1 for the others.

In all five approaches, seven dependencies were
removed. When using weights in the columns labeled #
of Attributes, # of Methods, A & M, and A & M-new
of Table 17, exactly the same set of edges were removed.
Hence, the stubbing cost for these approaches are equal.
Although seven dependencies were broken when using

TABLE 17. Different Weights for Edges in
SCC {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}

# of # of A & A &
No. Edge Dep. Attr. Meth. M M-new
1 8 → 9 1 13 1 0.71 1
2 8 → 10 1 9 2 0.53 1.22
3 9 → 8 1 13 7 1 1.17
4 10 → 8 1 13 7 1 1.66
5 10 → 9 1 13 2 0.74 1.13
6 10 → 11 1 0 0 0 1.57
7 10 → 12 1 2 2 0.23 1.13
8 10 → 13 1 2 2 0.23 1.13
9 10 → 14 1 3 2 0.26 1.13
10 10 → 15 1 1 2 0.21 1.13
11 11 → 8 1 13 2 0.74 1.17
12 11 → 9 1 13 1 0.71 1.00
13 11 → 10 1 9 2 0.53 1.13
14 12 → 8 1 13 4 0.81 1.60
15 12 → 9 1 13 4 0.81 2.59
16 12 → 10 1 9 2 0.53 2.01
17 12 → 11 1 ∞ ∞ ∞ 5.00
18 13 → 8 1 13 4 0.81 1.50
19 13 → 9 1 13 4 0.81 2.62
20 13 → 10 1 9 2 0.53 2.01
21 13 → 11 1 ∞ ∞ ∞ 5.00
22 14 → 8 1 13 3 0.77 1.39
23 14 → 9 1 13 3 0.77 2.58
24 14 → 10 1 9 2 0.53 2.01
25 14 → 11 1 ∞ ∞ ∞ 5.00
26 15 → 8 1 13 2 0.74 1.29
27 15 → 9 1 13 3 0.77 2.58
28 15 → 10 1 9 2 0.53 2.01
29 15 → 11 1 ∞ ∞ ∞ 5.00

the existence of dependencies as a cost function, the
stubbing cost may vary because the edge weights are the
same and thus cannot reflect any stubbing cost at the
time of deciding to choose an edge to remove between
two equal weight edges.

The results indicate that when we consider the stub
complexity as weights on edges, graph-based algorithms
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can produce results as good as those produced by
genetic algorithms. However, the GA approach must be
run many times, greatly complicating the process. The
new algorithms in this paper only run once. They can
also use more information, specifically node weights and
shared stubbing, and thus can provide a more precise
estimation of test stub complexity. A larger empirical
evaluation needs to be carried out to verify that this
result generalizes.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an improved technique and
algorithms to automatically solve the CITO problem.
The technique uses weights to represent the cost of
creating stubs. This has been done before, but the
weights in this research are derived from quantitative
analysis of couplings, thus obtaining more precise
results. These weights are placed on a Weighted Object
Relation Diagram (WORD), which represents classes
as nodes and relationships as edges. This paper also
introduces the idea of applying weights to nodes to
estimate the cost of removing the nodes. If a class is
used by multiple classes, then all or part of the same
stub for that class may be shared among all classes that
use it, thus reducing the cost of stubbing. A question
that arises is how much does shared stubbing reduce
the cost? This question breaks down into two parts,
(1) how often does shared stubbing occur, and (2) how
much savings do we get from recognizing the shared
stubbing. In our experience, shared stubbing occurs
most of the time a class is used by more than one
client. Determining the savings would quite difficult,
and it seems likely that this would be very application
dependent. We hope to investigate this question in
future empirical work.

The weight of a node is at least as high as the maximal
weight of all incoming edges (assuming total sharing of
the stub), and no higher than the sum of the weights of
all incoming edges (assuming no sharing of the stub).

New algorithms to solve the CITO problem are
introduced. These algorithms use edge and node
weights. They were compared with algorithms by
previous researchers, and found to be just as effective
if edge weights are ignored. Overall, the results in this
paper improve the ability for developers to automate
the CITO problem. An open question is how well
these results will scale to large systems and we hope
to work on that problem soon. In the future, we plan
to complete automation of this work and then carry
out detailed experiments to fully assess the value of the
technique.
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